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P R E L I M I N A R Y R E P O R T 

OF THE 

CHEMICAL SURVEY 

OF THE 

WATERS OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 

Andrew Sloan Draper, LL.D., 
President of the University of Illinois, 

SIR:—The chemical survey of the waters of the State , 
inst i tuted for the purpose of making systematic chemical 
investigations of the water supplies of Illinois, was begun 
in the la t ter par t of September, 1895, and, with the excep
tion of a short interruption due to the destruction of our 
laboratories by fire last August, has been in continuous pro
gress until the present time. 

The aims of the survey include the determination of 
the present sani tary condition of the water supplies drawn 
from the lakes, the streams, and the wells of the S t a t e ; the 
determination of the normal condition of the uncontami-
nated waters; the formulation of local s tandards of puri ty 
based upon the results of analyses of water derived from 
unpolluted sources; the provision of such means as shal l 
afford to citizens of the S ta te opportunity to obtain imme
diate information regarding the wholesomeness of the pot
able waters in which they are directly interested; and the 
prevention of the development and dissemination of disease 
from use of impure water. 

Tha t an abundant supply of wholesome drinking water 
is a most important factor in the preservation of health, 
while impurities in the water constitute a most potent means 
of developing and spreading disease, are propositions the 
essential t ru th of which is not questioned by physicians or 
scientists, and is coming to be quite generally understood 
and accepted by the public. 
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The available sources of water supply in this S ta te are 
practically limited to rain water, low-land surface water 
furnished by streams and lakes, and groundwaters obtained 
from wells of greater or less depth. 

The water derived from each of these sources differs 
very widely in character from those derived from the others, 
and again within each of these classes, including even the 
first, we find the widest variation in character and quality, 
the result usually of local conditions. 

"Water from the heavens ," if caught in its original 
condition and so preserved, doubtless constitutes the purest 
water which nature affords. Such water, however, is but 
rarely obtained, because the care and at tention involved in 
the a t ta inment and maintenance of the requisite conditions 
are not often devoted to the purpose, nor even generally 
recognized as necessary. 

Rain in falling to the earth washes from the air some or 
all of the various impurities which the atmosphere contains, 
so tha t the water precipitated during the forepart of a rain 
storm usually contains considerable quantit ies of foreign 
substances both mineral and organic. In addition to the 
objectionable gases emanating from fires, from manufac
turing establishments, from decomposing refuse matters, 
etc., these impurities include numerous solid substances of 
which the most important are soot, dust, and various sorts 
of germs. Furthermore, the roofs which serve as collecting 
surfaces are usually soiled with soot, dust blown from the 
roadways, the excrement of birds, decaying leaves, etc. 
The rain water which is collected during the lat ter par t of 
the shower, after the air and the roof have been thoroughly 
washed, is comparatively pure; nevertheless, it still con
tains small quantit ies of foreign substances which accumu
la te and become a dangerous menace to health, unless the 
cistern, and especially the filter, be kept scrupulously clean. 
The ordinary cistern filter, is almost worse than useless, in
asmuch as it soon becomes charged with the mat ters which 
it has removed from the water and then merely clarifies 
without thoroughly purifying the water which subsequently 
passes through. 

In general, water taken from lakes, from streams, or 
from the ground, when these are in their original or natural 
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condition, is perfectly wholesome and unobjectionable; but 
with increasing population and longer occupancy of the 
ground, the conditions change. 

Our water courses are natural drainage channels; they 
receive the drainage of all towns and villages si tuated 
within their respective watersheds, so tha t most of our 
streams now consist of diluted sewage.' The ground in 
towns and villages is honeycombed with privy vaults , cess
pools, and loose-jointed drains, and everywhere the soil is 
more or less covered with refuse mat ters of vegetable and 
of animal origin, of which the proportion represented by 
barnyards, pigpens, and the like, comes far from tel l ing 
the whole story. 

In the case of surface waters— i. e., lakes and streams— 
visual knowledge of their contamination by sewage, accen
tuated by widespread knowledge of almost innumerable 
instances of destructive epidemics which have resulted 
directly from the use of such waters in their polluted con
dition, arouses public a t tent ion to the need of improve
ment. 

As is well known, the recurrence of epidemics of chol-
era, typhoid fever, and other zymotic diseases, have almost 
invar iably been prevented wherever the causes have been 
abolished, either by diverting the sewage from access to the 
source of water supply, or, where this is impracticable, by 
proper filtration of the polluted water. The importance 
a t tached to the a t ta inment of such improvements by the 
people directly interested is sufficiently evidenced by the 
enormous expense which the citizens of Chicago have as
sumed in providing the great drainage canal for the purpose 
of avoiding the necessity of drinking the sewage of the city 
diluted with lake water. 

With respect to ground waters, the public is not in gen
eral so well informed, otherwise the use of pr ivy vaults , 
cess-pools, and shallow wells, in close proximity to each 
other, would be no longer tolerated. Tha t such things are 
still permit ted to exist side by side in our towns, villages, 
-and country places, is doubtless due to certain popular mis
conceptions touching the functions and powers of the soil. 
E a r t h is commonly regarded as an excellent purifier, and 
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justly so; but the purifying power of the soil is not unlim
ited, and the earth itself may become contaminated by tha t 
which it seems to render innocuous, but which in many in
stances it merely conceals from our senses. 

Fi l t ra t ion of polluted water, in order tha t it be effective, 
must be in some degree intermittent , tha t is, the filtering-
material must be frequently renewed, either by replacement. 
or by exposure to the air. This principle, the basis of suc
cessful practice in management of filtration p lants for the 
purification of polluted water supplies, and likewise the 
basis of modern methods of sewage disposal by irrigation, 
is not generally apprehended by those who depend for their 
water supply upon shallow wells, al though it applies with 
equal force to the process of sojl-filtration upon which they 
place reliance for the removal of all objectionable matters 
from the liquids which find their way through the soil to 
the wells. Because the water from such wells is in general 
clear, sparkling, cool, and of agreeable taste, it is commonly 
supposed tha t it is wholesome; and the continued use of 
such water for drink during many years is frequently cited 
as argument in their favor. It must be remembered tha t 
sewage from heal thy sources may, in a diluted state, be 
drank with impunity; but while very few people would 
choose to do this, yet multitudes do so unwitt ingly in their 
use of well water. 

The greatest danger lies in the fact tha t the sewage 
may at any time receive dejecta from diseased beings, and 
the well consequently become the means of distributing 
the disease. 

Although mat ters which are offensive to the senses are 
commonly either mechanically removed or are oxidized, or 
are otherwise rendered innocuous during the passage of sew
age-laden waters through the soil, yet the danger instead 
of being lessened is frequently increased by reason of the 
false security which this apparent purification engenders. 

Germs in general, but more part icularly those germs 
which are the specific cause of disease, are much less read
ily affected, and are known to pass for considerable distances 
through soil s t ra ta and to remain in the palatable but deadly 
infusion from which most of the other organic substances-
have been removed. 
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Contamination of the water supply may occur in the 
most unsuspected ways. Frequently, water bearing s t ra ta 
which supply wells or springs so si tuated as to be free of 
any possible local contamination, outcrop at a distance, but 
at places where the surface is polluted. Cases are known of 
wells which in this way are fed by the rains which fall in a 
city several miles away, so tha t while the immediate envi
ronment of the wells is favorable, yet the water yielded is 
unwholesome by reason of i ts containing the washings of the 
town, which sinking into the ground at the outcrop in the 
city, may be drawn from the country well for use as drink. 

Contrary to former belief, even the water drawn from 
deep driven wells may contain numerous germs, as has been 
recently shown by the Massachusetts Sta te Board of Health. 

Numerous instances of the dissemination of disease to 
the extent of producing great loss of life by epidemics, by 
the use of well or spring waters which were highly prized 
because of pleasant appearance and taste, are to be found 
recorded in sani tary l i terature. 

The facts involved in the foregoing s ta tements are well 
understood by physicians and scientists, and are so thor
oughly recognized by boards of health, tha t most of the 
greater municipalities have provided means for the examin
ation and control of water supply, and the disposition of sew
age. The department of health of the city of Chicago, in 
establishing a municipal laboratory, has provided for the 
vigilant inspection and the constant investigation of the 
water supplied to the people of the metropolis. In a number 
of the larger towns of the S t a t e t h e water supply is occa
sionally made the subject of a sani tary examination, but no 
extensive investigations of the ground waters of this S ta te 
have hi therto been made; although, contrary to popular be
lief, diseases arising from, or distributed by, impurities in the 
water supply are much more prevalent in the smaller towns 
and the cpuntry distr icts than in the large cities, as has 
been shown especially by the study of typhoid fever in New 
York and Massachussetts, the two s ta tes in which the in
vestigations of these subjects have been most thorough
going and complete. 

In establishing the chemical survey of the waters of the 
State, the trustees of the University, made provision for the 
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examination into the sani tary condition of any. drinking 
waters used by the citizens of Illinois, and there is thus 
afforded opportunity for protection of the inhabitants of the 
towns, the villages, and the rural districts, from the unwit
t ing use of impure drinking water and the a t tendant conse
quences. 

EQUIPMENT. 
In order tha t the sani tary chemical analysis of wa te r s 

shall yield results which shall be accurate and of value, the 
work must be conducted in special laboratories, so s i tuated 
tha t they may not be reached by the fumes which are an. 
unavoidable accompaniment of the work of a general chem
ical laboratory, because, many of the tests would otherwise 
be ruined. For the work of the survey, accordingly, special 
quar ters were fitted up and provided with all the necessary 
facilities for sani tary water analysis. The general labora-

- tory supplies of the University were drawn upon for all 
ordinary stock appara tus and chemicals, but such special 
appliances as are required for the rapid and accurate analy
sis of numerous samples of water were provided from the 
funds appropriated for the purposes of the survey. A gen
eral idea of the fittings of the special laboratory may be 
had from the il lustrations at the end of the book. 

THE CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF WATERS. 
The general purpose of the chemical analysis of potable 

waters is well understood by the public to be intended in some 
way for the determination of the question of their puri ty 
and wholesomeness, but nevertheless, much misconception 
exists regarding the method of arriving at an opinion, and 
the significance of the analyt ical data . It must be under
stood tha t the results of a chemical examination.of a water 
are not in themselves sufficient to indicate the character of 
the water in any ordinary case. In the assay of silver ore, 
the determination of the quant i ty of silver is all t h a t is 
necessary, for the value of the ore depends directly on the 
amount of the precious metal contained, and this is directly 
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represented by the analyt ical result. The data resulting" 
from a water analysis, on the other hand, require interpre
tation, and it is essential tha t the one who is to in terpret 
shall have complete information regarding the history of the 
water, its source, the surroundings; also, in case of a well,  
the nature of the s t ra ta from which the water comes, as well 
as the overlying s t ra ta , and, in fact, as complete informa
tion as it is possible to obtain. Even with th is information, 
the formation of a correct conclusion is in many cases a dif
ficult matter , and is ordinarily entirely beyond the powers 
of the layman. 

A wholesome water from a certain source may contain 
such quanti t ies of the various consti tuents as would, if found 
in the water from a different source, serve to entirely con
demn the lat ter . The significance of the results depends 
usually directly upon the source of the water. 

Further , certain substances, the determination of which 
is most important . are present usually in but minute quan
t i ty in potable waters, and their quant i ty is very easily 
increased by the use of improper methods and vessels in 
taking the sample. Some of the consti tuents of the wa te r 
readily change on standing, especially if the sample be
comes warm and is exposed to the light. Accordingly, in 
providing for the chemical examination of waters for the 
citizens of the Sta te , it was necessary to make certain 
tha t the samples should be collected with tbe utmost care 
and in vessels properly cleaned, as otherwise the results of 
the analyses would be valueless. In the case of each collec
tion which is to be made, whether it is a pa r t of our general 
survey or at the request, and for the immediate information 
and benefit of individual citizens of the State, our method 
of general procedure has been the same, and is based upon 
the plan so successfully followed by the Massachusetts 
S ta te Board of Heal th in their work upon the waters of 
Massachusetts . 

Glass stoppered bottles of one gallon capaci ty are used 
for collections. These are cleaned by means of a solution 
of potassium bichromate in diluted sulphuric acid, then 
rinsed with fresh ammonia-free distilled water, drained. 
and the stoppers secured in place by being covered with 

—2 
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clean canvas tied down tightly. The bottles are then 
packed in wooden cases with open tops and shipped to the 
collector. An envelope shipping tag containing printed 
directions for the collection of the sample and a blank cer
tificate to be filled out by the collector with all necessary 
information concerning the sample, is tied to the neck of 
each bottle. The directions and certificates used are as 
follows: 

CHEMICAL LABORATORY UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLLECTING SAMPLES OF WATER FOR ANALYSIS. 

1. From a Well. Water should be pumped out freely for a few 
minutes before it is collected. The bottle is then to be placed in such 
position tha t the water from the spout may fall directly into it, and 
rinsed out with the water three times, pouring out the water com
pletely each time. It is then again to be placed under the spout, 
filled to overflowing, and a small quantity poured out, so tha t an air 
space of about an inch shall be left under the stopper. The stopper 
must be rinsed off with flowing water, inserted into the bottle while 
still wet, and secured by tying over it a clean piece of cotton cloth. 
The ends of string must be sealed on top of the stopper. Under no 
circumstances must the inside of the neck of the bottle or the stem of the stopper 
be touched by the hand or wiped with a cloth. 

2. From a Tap. Allow the water to flow freely from the tap for a 
few minutes, and then proceed precisely as directed above. 

3. From a Stream, Pond, or Reservoir. The bottle and stopper should 
be rinsed with the water, if this can be done without stirring up the 
sediment on bottom. The bottle, with the stopper in place, should 
then be entirely submerged in the water and the stopper taken out, 
at a distance of twelve inches or more below the surface. When the 
bottle is full, the stopper is replaced (below the surface, if possible,) 
and finally secured as above. It is important tha t the sample should 
be obtained free from the sediment at the bottom of a stream and 
from the scum on the surface. If a stream should not be deep enough 

. to admit of taking a sample in this way, the water must be dipped up 
with an absolutely clean vessel and poured into the bottle after it has 
been rinsed. The sample of water should be collected immediately before ship~ 
ping by express, so that the shortest possible time shall intervene between the col
lection of sample and its examination. 

The accompanying "Certificate" must be filled out carefully and 
enclosed in the envolope shipping tag. 
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CERTIFICATE. 
Fill out carefully and enclose in the envelope tag addressed to the University of 

Illinois Chemical Laboratory, Champaign, Ill. 

SAMPLE OF WATER. 

From ..................................................................................................
Name of Town. 

Collected and sealed by............................................................................. 
Name and Address of Collector. 

...................................................................................................................... 

Collected from.......................................................................................................
State whether thewater is froma stream, pond, reservoir, well, tap, or other source. 

If drawn from a tap, state also original source of water. 

Collected on.............................................................................................................
Give day, date, and hour of day. 

Shipped by . Express ....... 
Company. Give date and hour of day. 

Bemarks.—In case of any abnormal or unusual conditions existing 
In the source of the water, mention the facts; as, for instance, if the 
wells, streams, or ponds are very full, or swollen by recent heavy 
rains, or other cause; or are unusually low in consequence of pro
longed drouth; or if there is a great deal of vegetable growth in or on 
the surface of the water. Write on other side of this certificate. 

Note.—The data resulting from an analysis are generally unin
telligible to the layman. If an interpretation of the results and cer
tificate as to condition of the water is desired, the fullest possible 
information concerning the source of water, surroundings, conditions, 
etc., must be forwarded with the sample. 

If from a well, state depth of well ; height of water 

Character of soil and of s t ra ta from which water is drawn 

Sort of well, i. e., driven or dug, cased up, cemented or not, etc 

Proximity, and sort, of drains, cess-pool, outhouses, etc 

Any ground for suspicion 

...................................................................................................................... 
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Regular analyses of the waters have included determi
nation of turbidity, sediment, color, odor, residue on evap
oration, loss on ignition, nitrogen in the four different 
s ta tes—that is, nitrogen as free or saline ammonia, nitrogen 
as albuminoid ammonia, nitrogen as nitr i tes, nitrogen as. 
ni t ra tes; chlorine contained as chlorides, and oxygen con
sumed. 

In the case of turbid waters, which have usually come 
from the rivers, we have made similar determinations, both 
with the water in i ts original condition and with the water • 
after it has been filtered, in order to distinguish between 
consti tuents contained in solution and those merely held in1 

suspension. In some cases determination of the hardness 
has been made, and in a few cases, determination of the dis
solved gases and of the degree of alkal ini ty. Since January, 
1896, we have made determinations of the to ta l organic 
nitrogen in the waters obtained from streams and certain 
other sources in the State , in addition to the determination 
of nitrogen as albuminoid ammonia. 

As par t of the general study of the waters of the 
streams of the Sta te , we have made a considerable number 
of determinations of the quanti ty of phosphorus contained 
as phosphates, etc., with the purpose of noting, if practic
able, the relation between chlorine and phosphorus in nor
mal and in polluted waters . 

In addition to the sani tary analysis we have occasion
ally made complete quant i ta t ive analysis of the mineral 

, mat ters contained in the waters, but in most cases the work 
has been of necessity limited to the former. 

METHODS OP ANALYSIS. 
Immediately on reception of the sample at the labora

tory, determinations of those substances which are suscepti
ble of rapid change are started. The cloth which covers 
the s topper having been removed, the stopper and neck of 
the bottle cleaned, the contents thoroughly shaken in order 
to mix them completely and a l i t t le of the water poured 
out in order to rinse off the lip, then the portions of the 
sample required for the various determinations are imme-
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diately measured out. The determinations are made in 
order as follows: 

N I T R O G E N AS NITRITES .—Fi f ty cubic centimeters of the 
water are placed in a Nessler tube, one cubic centimeter of 
an acid solution of naphthylamine hydrochloride (8,grams 
of naphthylamine, 8 cubic centimeters of s t rong hydro
chloric acid, and 992 cubic centimeters of water) and one 
cubic centimeter of a saturated solution of sulphanilic acid 
in water containing five per cent s t rong hydrochloric acid 
are added, and the mixture allowed to stand for one hour. 
If no color has developed in this length of time the sample 
is considered to be free of nitr i tes. If a color appears then 
parallel tests are made for the determination of the quan
t i ty by comparison with t in ts produced by known quanti t ies 
of dilute s tandard solution of sodium nitr i te. 

Standard solution of sodium nitri te is prepared from 
pure silver ni tr i te by reaction with sodium chloride, and is 
made in two strengths, one solution containing in one cubic 
centimeter the equivalent of .005 milligram of nitrogen, 
the other .0005 milligram of nitrogen. Waters which are 
very turbid or deeply colored are clarified and decolorized 
by t reatment with aluminium hydroxide before tes t ing for 
nitr i tes. 

N I T R O G E N AS NITRATES.—Determinat ion of ni t ra tes also 
is begun immediately, the aluminium reduction method being 
used in the estimation. Fifty cubic centimeters of the water 
are t reated with two cubic centimeters of nitrogen-free 
sodium hydroxide solution of thirty-three per cent s trength. 
Two grams of aluminium in the form of a thin str ip of foil 
are then introduced and the tube and contents allowed to 
stand over night in a moderately warm place. The reduc-
to ammonia is ordinarily complete when the examinations . 
are continued next morning. According to the amount of 
ni t ra tes contained in the water, from two to ten cubic cen
timeters of the reduced solution are employed for nessleri-
zation. Usually after s tanding over night, the liquid in the 
upper par t of the tube is perfectly clear and colorless and 
may be directly pipetted off for use. In case it is not clear 
it is commonly filtered through paper which has been freed 
of ammonia by washing with ammonia-free water; a meas-
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ured quant i ty diluted to fifty cubic centimeters with nitro
gen-free water is then nesslerized as in the free ammonia 
determination. In some cases clear colors have not been 
developed by this method of nesslerization, and we have 
found it necessary to distill off the free ammonia produced 
by the reduction of the ni t r i tes and ni t ra tes and to de  
termine the ammonia in the disti l late; correction is of 
course made for saline ammonia originally contained in the 
water and tha t produced by the reduction of the ni tr i tes 
present. In cases where much free ammonia is contained 
in the water sample which is being examined, this is re
moved before reducing. For this purpose a proper amount 
of sodium hydroxide solution is added and the mixture boiled 
rapidly to about one-third i ts volume, the final volume being 
brought up to fifty cubic centimeters again by the addition 
of nitrogen free water; then the reduction and subsequent 
determination is conducted as above. When ni t rates are 
present in very small quant i ty a greater volume of water is 
used, but after being made alkaline it is concentrated to 

. fifty cubic centimeters before reducing. If large quanti t ies 
of n i t ra tes are present, five or ten cubic centimeters of the. 
sample are used after diluting to fifty cubic centimeters 
with nitrogen-free water. 

F R E E AND ALBUMINOID AMMONIA.—In the determina-. 
tion of free or saline ammonia we have used round bottom 
flasks of eight to nine hundred cubic centimeters capacity 
of the special ware of Schott & Genossen. These are sup
ported upon an asbestus ring and heated by direct applica
tions of the Bunsen flame. With the flasks we have used 
either cork or pure gum stoppers, and we make a t tachment 
to the condensers by means of a modified form of Reitmair 
& Stütsen's safety bulb, as designed by Hopkins. Our con
densers consist of block tin tubes of three eighths inch inter
nal diameter, with a cooling surface twenty inches in length. 
The tubes pass through a galvanized iron tank through 
which a constant current of cold water is kept flowing. 

The appara tus is thoroughly steamed out until free 
of ammonia before each determination. Five hundred cubic 
centimeters of the water are used for the distillation, and 
ordinarily with waters containing li t t le free ammonia, the 
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collection of the disti l late is made in Nessler tubes, the 
boiling being conducted at such a ra te t ha t each tube is 
filled in from eight to ten minutes. In some of the river 
waters and in many of the deep well waters which we have 
had to exatnina, very considerable quanti t ies of free or sa
line ammonia are contained. In such cases we catch the dis
t i l late in flasks of two hundred cubic centimeters capacity 
and determine the amount of ammonia in an aliquot portion 
of this, after diluting to the mark and thoroughly mixing. 
The residue after distillation of the free ammonia is used 
for the determination of the albuminoid ammonia in the 
ordinary way. The appara tus and contents having been 
somewhat cooled, fifty cubic centimeters of the alkaline per
manganate solution are added through a funnel in order to 
avoid contact of the solution with the neck of the flask, 
and the distil lation proceeded with at the same ra te as for 
free ammonia. The collection of the distil late is ordinarily 
made in Nessler tubes, but in some few cases where much 
albuminoid mat ter is present we have caught the distil lates 
in flasks as above described for the free ammonia. 

Our s tandard ammonium chloride solution is made of 
such s t rength t ha t one cubic centimeter shall contain am
monium chloride corresponding to one one-hundredth of a 
milligram of nitrogen, and the results of our determina
tions of all nitrogenous constituents of waters are s ta ted in 
par t s of nitrogen. 

In conducting the nesslerization, care is taken tha t the 
disti l lates and s tandards are all of the same temperature 
before adding the Nessler reagent. Commonly, disti l lates 
obtained in the afternoon are allowed to stand in a cool 
place until the next morning before proceeding with the 
nesslerization. Twenty minutes is allowed for the develop
ment of the full color after the addition of the reagent, 
and the readings are taken within an hour. 

The Nessler tubes which we employ are of colorless 
glass, of capacity fifty cubic centimeters and of length 7| 
inches to the mark. 

Standards of comparison in nesslerization are made of 
the following strengths— i . e., the quanti t ies of s tandard 
ammonium chloride solution used are: 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 
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0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5 and 5.0 cubic cen
timeters. The camera used in the determination of the 
comparison consists of a black wooden box which cuts out 
a l l side l ights, the tubes being illuminated from the bottom 
by means of a mirror reflecting the light from the northern 
sky, and the reading is made by means of another mirror 
placed above the tubes and so arranged as to bring the im
age direct to the eye of the observer. This appara tus has 
been in use in the laboratories of the University of Illinois 
for eleven years, and has always given admirable service. 

T O T A L ORGANIC NITROGEN.—We have considered it 
important , especially in the case of surface waters and 
waters of some deep wells, to determine the total organic 
ni trogen as well as the albuminoid ammonia. The estima
tion is made by the Kjeldahl process, as follows: 

Five hundred cubic centimeters of the water are dis
tilled as usual for the removal of free ammonia. To the 
residue in the flask from which the distillation has been 
made, ten cubic centimeters of pure nitrogen-free sulphuric 
acid are added, and the flask so shaken tha t i ts sides are 
thoroughly wetted and washed down by the acid solution. 
The flasks are then placed in an inclined position over wire 
gauze and the solution heated until the water is all expelled 
and the concentrated sulphuric acid becomes white. After 
cooling, two hundred cubic centimeters of ammonia-free 
water are added, and then one hundred cubic centimeters 
of strong, nitrogen-free sodium hydroxide solution, the 
flask being immediately connected with the condenser, the 
contents mixed by thorough shaking, and the distillation, 
which is conducted at first very slowly, is continued until 
one hundred and fifty to two hundred cubic centimeters 
have distilled over. The dist i l late caught in quarter-l i ter 
flasks, is diluted to the mark with ammonia-free water, and 
after thoroughly mixing, an aliquot portion of this is em
ployed for the usual nesslerization. Commonly a l i t t le di
lute, nitrogen-free hydrochloric acid has been placed in the 
receiver to insure the complete fixing of the ammonia vapors 
which come over somewhat freely in the first portions of 
the distil late. 

C H L O R I N E . — F o r the chlorine determinations we use 
the ordinary process of t i t rat ion with silver ni t rate solu-
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tioD. The s tandard solution is of such s t rength t ha t one-
tenth of a cubic centimeter represents one par t of chlorine 
in a million pa r t s of water when fifty cubic centimeters of 
the water are taken for the determination. Many of the 
waters with which we have had to do, contain so l i t t le 
chlorine tha t it is necessary to concentrate them; in such 
cases, whatever the quanti ty taken, the volume has been 
brought to fifty cubic centimeters for the determination. 
The indicator used is potassium chromate solution, of which 
one cubic centimeter of five per cent s t rength is brought 
into the liquid to be tested; the end point is in all cases 
determined by comparison with a blank test. 

OXYGEN CONSUMED, we determine as follows: 
One hundred cubic centimeters of the water are meas

ured into an Erlenmeyer flask of two hundred and fifty cubic 
centimeters capacity, two cubic centimeters of pure concen
trated sulphuric acid are added, and then ten cubic centi
meters of s tandard potassium permanganate solution. The 
mixture in the flask is then placed in boiling water, and so 
heated continuously for th i r ty minutes. Proceeding in this 
way, the temperature within the flask is brought almost to 
tha t of the water, which is kept briskly boiling, in the ba th 
itself, and any considerable concentration by evaporation 
of the water in the flask, as also "bumping," which fre
quently results in the loss of the sample, is entirely avoided. 
At the end of th i r ty minutes' digestion, the flask is removed 
and exactly ten cubic centimeters of s tandard ammonium 
oxalate solution is added. When the solution has become 
perfectly colorless, s tandard potassium permanganate solu
tion is run in until the development of a faint pink color 
indicates t ha t the end point is reached. As the ammonium 
oxalate solution and the permanganate solution are of equiv
alent strength, we need only consider the permanganate 
used in the t i t rat ion. The strength of the reagent is such 
tha t one cubic centimeter of potassium permanganate solu
tion used in the t i t rat ion represents one par t of oxygen 
consumed in one million pa r t s of water, when one hundred 
cubic centimeters of the water sample has been taken for 
the determination. 

In some cases it happens tha t the ten cubic centimeters 
of potassium permanganate solution is all consumed in the 
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oxidation of organic, mat ters contained in the water. An
other test is then made, in which, instead of ten cubic cen
timeters, fifteen or twenty or more, as the case may be, a r e 
employed, the procedure otherwise being- the same as above. 

T O T A L S O L I D S AND THE L O S S ON IGNITION.—We have 
determined the total solids in waters by evaporat ing a suit  
able quantity (from † liter to 1 liter) of the sample to dry
ness in a platinum dish upon the water bath. After coming 
to dryness the dish and contents is placed in an air bath 
kept at 180 degrees centigrade and the vessels are so heated 
until the weight is essentially constant. 

For the determination of "Loss on Ignition' ' we have 
used the device employed by the Massachusetts Sta te 
Board of Health, namely, a plat inum dish which is some
what larger than the one in which the total solids are con
tained, is brought to redness by a proper Bunsen flame, and 
the dish with the residue from the evaporation is brought 
inside. The properly moderated temperature here at ta ined 
is sufficient to bring the organic substances in the dish to a 
s ta te of incandescence so t ha t they are quite readily con
sumed. Usually, however, where very much organic mat
ter is contained small part icles of carbon are left in the 
residue and the contents of the dish remain dark in color. 
The temperature at tained in this operation is sufficient, of 
course, to completely remove water from sulphates and to 
decompose the ni t ra tes of calcium and magnesium, so tha t 
even by this method the loss in weight resulting from the 
process cannot be looked upon as in any degree a definite 
or even an approximate measure of the quant i ty of organic 
mat ters contained, and the importance of the determination 
is largely limited to the general indications, i. e., the infer
ences which may be drawn from a blackening of the residue, 
the development of marked odors, or the evolution of 
colored fumes. 

S U S P E N D E D M A T T E R S . — I n the case of certain turbid 
surface waters and some deep well waters we have made 
determinations of the nitrogen as free and as albuminoid 
ammonia, the to ta l organic nitrogen, the oxygen consumed, 
the total solids and the loss on ignition, in the water after 
it has been filtered, in addition to the determinations made 
with the water in i ts original condition. 
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The water for this purpose is filtered clear through a 
German filter paper, the first portions being rejected in 
order to avoid the presence of anyth ing dissolved from the 
paper; the portion succeeding is used for the determinations 
of total solids and loss on ignition, while the portions which 
pass through the fi l ter last, and which consequently are less 
liable to contain any ammonia compounds dissolved from 
the paper, are used for the determination of the ammonias, 
the to ta l organic nitrogen, and the oxygen consumed. 

The ODOR, we have ordinarily noted in the original con
dition as the sample is brought to the laboratory. In some 
cases also by put t ing in a covered vessel, warming gently 
and bringing near to the nostrils just before the cover is 
removed. 

The COLOR, we have in most cases determined directly, 
using again the method of the Massachusetts Board of 
Health, tha t is, the color has been compared to the t in t de
veloped in the Nessler s tandards . The results have value 
only for comparison of waters examined by us, as our stand
ards are not identical with those used elsewhere. 

The H A R D N E S S of waters, we have not generally deter
mined, but whenever it seemed especially desirable it has 
been estimated by the use of soap solutions as per Clarke's 
method. 

T U R B I D I T Y AND S E D I M E N T . — T h e water on reception in 
the laboratory has been examined for turbidi ty and sedi
ment, and again after s tanding over night determination 
has been made by mere inspection, the terms "s l ight ," "dis
t inct ," "decided," and "much," being used to indicate the 
degree of turbidity, and the terms "very l i t t le ," " l i t t le , " 
"considerable," and "much," being used to roughly indicate 
the relative quanti t ies of sediment. 

REPORTS OP THE CHEMICAL EXAMINATIONS. 

Many citizens of the S ta te have taken advantage of the 
opportunity offered by the University, to obtain chemical 
analyses of their respective water supplies, and in conse
quence we have made examinations of numerous samples of 
water derived from ordinary wells. 
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The results of all such analyses are reported immediately 
to the sender of the sample and when sufficient information 
concerning the source of the water is at hand, an interpre
ta t ion of the results and an opinion regarding the whole-
someness of the water is furnished. together with whatever 
recommendations seem requisite. The blank form for the 
report is as follows:— 

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS. 

URBANA, Ill,...................................................189 

Laboratory No 

Report of the Sanitary Chemical Analysis of Water Sent by 

........................................................................................................................

Source of Water 
................................................................................................................................ 

(Amounts are Stated in Parts per Million.) 
Total residue by evaporation.......................................................................... 
Fixed residue (mineral matter) 
Volatile matter (loss or ignition)..........................................................................
_______________________________________________________________

Chlorine in chlorides......................................................................................... 
Oxygen consumed ................................................................................................. 
Nitrogen as free ammonia......................................................................................

Nitrogen as albuminoid ammonia...................................... .......................
Nitrogen as nitrites..........................................................................................

Nitrogen as nitrates.................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................

In order tha t the connection between the character and 
the surroundings of the source of supply, the data resulting, 
from the chemical examination, and the opinion and recom
mendations based upon their consideration, may in some 
measure, be understood by the part ies interested, the follow-
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ing brief s tatement explaining the basis of interpretat ion 
has been prepared to accompany the reports: 

SIGNIFICANCE AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS. 

The statement of results is made in pa r t s by weight 
per million par t s of water by weight. hence, one part as re
corded in the report, is equivalent to one ten-thousandth of 
one per cent, or is equivalent to .058335 grain per United 
States gallon of 231 cubic inches. 

In arriving at the conclusions set forth in the report 
the following is the basis of interpretat ion of the analyt ical 
da ta : 

First , the substances referred to and upon which the 
report is made are not considered to be in themselves 
harmful in the quanti t ies which are found in potable waters, 
but they are significant of the condition of the water for 
reasons which may be briefly s tated as follows: 

" T O T A L R E S I D U E BY E V A P O R A T I O N , " comprises the 
solid mat ters left upon evaporat ing the water and drying the 
residue at 180 degrees centigrade It includes both inor
ganic and organic substances. The inorganic consti tuents 
are salts, and comprise mainly compounds of lime, magnesia, 
soda, potash, iron, and alumina, with chlorine, carbonic, 
sulphuric, nitric, and silicic acids. Unless the quant i ty of 
mineral mat ter is excessively high, the determination is not 
part icularly significant, and ordinarily for sani tary pur
poses the individual consti tuents are not separately deter
mined. 

" F I X E D R E S I D U E (mineral mat te r , ) " is tha t portion of 
the to ta l solids which is inorganic, and is neither burned 
away nor otherwise decomposed by application of heat. 

" V O L A T I L E M A T T E R (loss on ignition)," comprises the 
loss in weight which the " to ta l residue by evaporat ion" 
suffers on being heated to redness. It includes the organic 
matters , which burn away, and such consti tuents of the 
mineral mat ters as are volatile or are decomposed by heat 
into volatile products. This determination is of special 
significance only in so far as the manifestation of a change 
in color, the development of odors, or the evolution of 
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fumes, or the absence of any such change, may indicate the 
na tu re of the consti tuents of the water. 

" C H L O R I N E IN C H L O R I D E S " refers to the quanti ty of 
chlorine contained in the water in combination with the 
basic elements. It is a considerable constituent of common 
salt . Most animal mat ters contain more or less chlorides, 
and chlorides are constant and considerable constituents of 
sewage or drainage from refuse animal matters . 

The presence of chlorine in water in amounts exceeding 
the normal quanti ty generally indicates t ha t the water has 
been polluted by animal matters, but is not conclusive evi
dence thereof, and it must be remembered that the waters 
of many deep wells contain large quanti t ies of chlorides 
derived from subterranean deposits of salt. 

" O X Y G E N CONSUMED" refers to the quant i ty of oxygen 
required to oxidize the organic mat ters present in the water. 
In general, a considerable quanti ty of oxygen required for 
this purpose represents a considerable quanti ty of organic 
mat ter in the water, and vice versa, a small quanti ty of oxy
gen consumed indicates comparative freedom from organic 
matters . However, many of the organic matters which may 
be contained in water are not readily affected by the oxi
dizing agent and in no case does the quanti ty of oxygen 
consumed bear a direct rat io to the total quant i ty of organic 
mat ter contained. 

T H E ORGANIC M A T T E R S . — N o practicable means exist 
for the accurate determination of the quanti ty and the char
acter of the various individual organic substances contained 
in water. 

These substances include living organisms, both vegeta
ble and animal; products of organic life as faecal matters, 
etc., and products of the decomposition of organic matter . 

Nitrogen is an essential constituent of all living things; 
i t is to the nitrogenous organic mat ters t ha t the greatest 
sani tary importance a t taches ; and as accurate methods for 
the determination of nitrogen in the four forms in which it 
may exist in water are available, the study of the organic 
mat ters is usually limited to the investigation of the nature 
and the quanti ty of the nitrogenous substances. 

" N I T R O G E N AS ALBUMINOID AMMONIA" represents the 
nitrogen contained in the various organic substances which 
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exist in the water in the undecomposed s tate . These include 
the products of organic life, as albuminous substances, tis
sues, urea, faecal matters , etc , etc., substances which serve 
as nutrients upon which germs thrive and multiply; and 
also living organisms themselves, both vegetable and ani
mal, including bacteria. The presence of much nitrogen as 
albuminoid ammonia usually suggests pollution wi th sew
age or drainage from refuse animal mat ters . 

" N I T R O G E N as F R E E A M M O N I A , " so-called, represents 
ammonia contained in the water in either the free or saline 
condition, and which usually proceeds from the na tura l 
decomposition of nitrogenous organic mat ters in the first 
s tages of oxidization. I ts quant i ty is ordinarily indicative 
of the amount of organic mat te r which is contained in the 
water, in a par t ia l ly decomposed s ta te . It is a character
istic and a considerable constituent of sewage. 

Both free ammonia and albuminoid mat ters in water, in 
undergoing decomposition are oxidized, the final product 
being nitric acid, which unites with the basic mineral mat
ters present and consequently appears as ni trates. 

" N I T R O G E N AS N I T R I T E S . "—Nitrous acid, or nitri tes, 
consti tute the second intermediate s tage in the oxidation 
of nitrogenous organic substances into inorganic products. 
The presence of any considerable quant i ty of ni t r i te in the 
water shows tha t decompositions due to the vi tal processes 
of living organisms are under way, and the quant i ty of ni
t r i te indicates in some degree the character and the amount 
of organized life present in the water. 

" N I T R O G E N AS NITRATES."—Ni t r a t e s are the final pro
ducts of oxidation of the nitrogenous mat ters ; their presence 
in considerable quanti ty indicates tha t at least correspond
ingly considerable quanti t ies of organic mat ters have been 
previously contained. 

The significance of all four of these forms of nitrogen 
is not complete evidence unless considered in conjunction 
with the other constituents, and in reference to the nature 
of the source of the water. 

Vegetable organic mat ter is comparatively harmless. 
The presence of animal matters on the other hand usually 
subjects the water to grave suspicion, since the danger 
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at tending the presence of organic matters in water arises 
chiefly from the fact t ha t accompanying mat ters of animal 
origin there will be, in case of disease, also disease germs 
themselves. 

STANDARDS OF PURITY. 
While it is fully realized tha t no hard and fast stand

ards of purity whereby to judge the condition of potable 
waters can be justly established, yet for purposes of com
parison, and for the information and convenience of those 
to whom our reports are sent, the following limits have 
been provisionally adopted as a reasonable basis for reach
ing conclusions regarding the wholesomeness of the waters 
of ordinary shallow wells: 

MAXIMUM LIMITS OF IMPURITIES. 
TOTAL SOLIDS 500. parts per million. 
Loss ON IGNITION No blackening should occur and no offensive 

odor should be developed. 
OXYGEN CONSUMED 2.0 parts per million. 
CHLORINE 15.0 parts per million. 
NITROGEN AS FREE OR SALINE AMMONIA 0.02 part per million. 
NITROGEN AS ALBUMINOID AMMONIA 0.05 part per million. 
NITROGEN AS NITRITES ........0.01part per.million. 
NITROGEN AS NITRATES 15.0 parts per million. 

EXAMINATIONS OF WATERS. 
During the fifteen months which have elapsed since the 

work was inaugurated, we have made the sanitary chemical 
analysis of 1,787 samples of water coming from various 
sources within the Sta te . 

A large proportion of the work has consisted of the ex
amination of single samples of water from house wells or cis
terns, used for domestic supply by citizens of various towns 
and villages. These analyses were asked for by the persons 
interested, mostly because of the prevalence of typhoid fever 
or diphtheria in their respective communities and the suspi
cion t ha t the waters used were the causes of the disease. In 
most cases the analyses have shown tha t there was good 
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ground for this suspicion, by revealing evidence of the con
tamination of the water of the wells by sewage or drainage 
from refuse matters of animal origin, and the results of our 
investigation have in numerous instances led to the condem
nation of the sources of supply as being in such condition 
as to endanger the heal th of the user. 

Circumstances involving the financial provision for the 
work have limited our investigation of the general sources 
of water supply, but systematic periodic examinations of 
some of the surface waters and also of certain ground waters 
have been carried forward sufficiently to yield interest ing 
information regarding some of these sources of supply, 
though the work is scarcely far enough advanced at present 
to warrant the drawing of any fixed conclusions. 

Upon August 16, 1896, the chemistry building of the 
University was almost destroyed by fire, one of the conse
quences being the total loss of our complete records of the 
work done during the eleven months immediately preced
ing. However, some of our original note books were saved 
from the fire and the complete results of some of the analy
ses and par t s of the results of others have been resurrected 
from these sources. 

Further , at the time of the fire, reports of the analyses 
of 613 samples of water, mainly ground waters, had already 
been sent to the various persons for whom the examinations 
had been made, and al though a great many of these repor ts 
appear to have been mislaid or otherwise lost by the recip-
ients, yet we have recovered a par t of them for transcrip
tion to our records. 

EXHIBIT OF RESULTS. 
The following tabulations include the analyses of which 

we have been able to reproduce the records. They are ar
ranged in three general groups, as follows: 

1. Analyses of water samples derived from various minor 
sources, mainly house wells, cisterns, or springs, used for 
family supply, sent to us for examination by citizens or offi
cials of the communities named in the tables. The tabula
tions of these analyses are arranged in alphabetical order by 

- 3 
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towns. The to ta l number of such samples analyzed to De
cember 31, 1896, is 802. 

2. Records of the periodic examinations of the water of 
certain wells, of which the analyses have been made for the 
purpose of determining the normal characterist ics of some 
of the ground waters of the State. 

3. Examinations of certain surface waters, mainly the 
waters of the Illinois river and some of its tributaries. 

Some of the analyses which appear in the tabulations 
are incomplete because of the fire losses referred to above, 
but nevertheless they have been included, since even the 
fragments admit of comparison with other analyses. 

The necessity of report ing at this time concerning the 
work accomplished, determines the character of the report 
as being merely preliminary, inasmuch as none of the inves
t igat ions are complete, and the press of other duties re
quires tha t it be hasti ly prepared. 

The various samples of water, aggregat ing the total 
number of seventeen hundred and eighty-seven, which have 
deen analyzed during the fifteen months ending December 
31, 1896, have come from one hundred and fifty-six towns, 
situated in sixty-eight different counties of the State , as 
follows: 

COUNTIES PROM WHICH WATER SAMPLES HAVE BEEN RE
CEIVED FOR ANALYSIS. 

Adams, Payette, Logan, Rock Island, 
Alexander, Pulton, McDonough, Sangamon, 
Bond, Gallarin, McHenry, Shelby, 
Brown, Greene, McLean, St. Clair, 
Bureau, Grundy, Macon, Stark, 
Calhoun, Hancock, Macoupin, Stephenson, 
Carroll, Henry. Madison, Tazewell, 
Cass. Iroquois, Marshall, Vermilion, 
Champaign, Jackson, Mason, Wayne, 
Christian, Jo Daviess, Massac, White, 
Clay, Kane, Menard, Whiteside, 
Coles, Kankakee, Mercer, Will, 
Cook, Kendall, Montgomery, Winnebago, 
Cumberland, Knox, Morgan, Woodford. 
DeKalb, Lake. Moultrie, Total, G8. 
DeWitt, LaSalle, Ogle. 
Douglas, Lee, Peoria, 
Dupage, Livingston, Piat t , 
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TOWNS PROM WHICH WATER SAMPLES HAVE BEEN 
RECEIVED FOR ANALYSIS. 

Abingdon, DeKalb, Lincoln, Rock Falls, 
Afton, Des Plaines, Litchfield, Rockford, 
Algonquin, Dixon, Lockport, Rock Island, 
Alton, Dwight, Long Creek, Rogers Park, 
Arenzville, Easton, Long Grove, Rochelle, 
Astoria, Edwardsville, Macomb, Seaton, 
Athens, Elburn, Manteno. Sherrard, 
Atlanta, Elgin, Mason City, Shilo Center, 
At wood, Elm wood, Mattoon, Shirland, 
Aurora, Farina, Metropolis, Sidney, 
Batavia, Farmer City, Milan, Siloam, 
Belleville, Parmington, Montgomery, Springfield, 
Bethany, Ferris, Morris, Spring Valley, 
Big Rock, Findlay, Morton Grove, Sterling, 
Bloomington, Flora, Mt. Carroll, St. Joseph, 
Blue Mound, Forrest, Mt. Morris, St. Paul, 
Buda, Freedom, Muncie, Stonington, 
Byron, Freeport, Newman, Streator, 
Cairo, Galesburg, Nokomis, Sullivan, 
Camargo, Girard, Oak Park, Sycamore, 
Cambridge, Golden Eagle, Odell, Taylorville, 
Canton, Goldengate, Ohio, Thomasboro, 
Carbondale, Greenfield, Onarga, • Toledo, 
Carlinville, Greenville, Ottawa, Tolono, 
Carmi, Greenwood, Pana, Topeka, 
Carthage, Harmon, Paris, Urbana, 
Cazenovia, Havana, Pekin, Utica, 
Champaign, Homer, Peoria, Vermont, 
Chahdlerville, Hopedale, Peru, Viola, 
Charleston, Hopkins Park, Piano, Walnut, 
Chenoa, Jacksonville, Polo, Warren, 
Chicago, Joliet, Pontiac, Warrenville, 
Clay City, Kampsville, Potomac, Waukegan, 
Cortland, Kankakee, Quincy, Wenona, 
Cuba, Kendall, Ransom, White Heath, 
Dallas City, Knoxville, Ridgway, Wilmington, 
Danville, Lake Forest, Riverside, Woodstock, 
Dayton, LaMoille, Riverton, Wyoming. 
Decatur, LaSalle, Roanoke, Total towns, 156 
Deerfield, 

A fair idea of the general distribution of the localities 
of the sources whence came the waters which we have an
alyzed may be had by inspection of the map at the end of 
the book. The locations of water sources are indicated by 
the heavy black circles. 
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UNSANITARY CONDITION OF WELL WATERS. 
Although the number of samples of water which were 

analyzed at the direct request of pr ivate citizens, health 
commissioners, or other town officers, to December 31, 1896, 
is eight hundred and two, yet we have presented in the 
foregoing tables the data re la t ing to but six hundred and 
seventy of these, because our records of the analyses of the 
other one hundred and thir ty-two samples are in most cases 
very incomplete and in the other cases have been lost en
tirely, in consequence of the f i r e . 

In the following table these waters are classified with 
reference to the nature of the sources from which they were 
derived. In column I, there appear only such samples as 
are included in the preceding tables. In column II, appear 
those samples of which the records have been lost or are 
very incomplete. Column III . shows the to ta l number of 
analyses of samples derived from each sort of source. 
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Sources of the waters which were analyzed at 
the request of private citizens or 

health officers. 
Surface waters, from rivers mainly, but 

also from lakes 
Well waters from rock strata; artesian, 

etc 
Springs 
Cisterns 
Ice 
Distilled waters 
Waters from drift s trata, deep wells. ... 
Waters from drift s trata, ordinary shal

low wells 

Total 

I 
Number 

of samples. 
recorded. 

51 

94 
. 9 

8 
1 
2 

55 

450 

670 

II 
Records 

lost. 

18 

37 
7 
4 
3 
1 

12 

50 

132 

III 
Total 

number 
analyzed. 

69 

131 
16 
12 
4 
3 

67 

500 

802 

Accompanying most of the samples of water from ordi
nary shallow wells, there came to us the statement either that 
cases of typhoid fever or diphtheria existed in the families 
which used the water, or that these diseases were prevalent 
in the neighborhood. 

Prom careful consideration of the analytical data, the 
character and depth of the wells, and the nature of the sur
roundings, we were led, in by far the greater number of cases, 
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to the conclusion that the wells in question receive drainage 
from refuse animal matters. 

In these cases, consequently, we made recommenda
tions either that the use of the water for drink should be 
discontinued, or that the water should be drank only after 
it had been thoroughly boiled. 

From some of the localities represented, we received 
also a few samples of waters from shallow wells so situated 
as to lead us to the belief that they were uncontaminated. 

The study of the analyses of these presumably uncon
taminated waters, and of the analyses included in the tables 
upon pages 56 to 69, the latter representing waters from 
wells concerning which we have personal knowledge, re
sulted in our adoption of the ' standards" which are recorded 
upon page 24. 

The maximum limits of content of impurities there 
stated, we believe to be very liberal, especially those for 
"chlorine" (in chlorides) and "nitrogen as nitrates," but 
they have been adopted only provisionally and pending the 
more extensive and thorough investigation of the ground 
water supplies of the State. 

On comparing the results recorded in the preceding 
tables with these standards, we find that of the 450 samples 
of water from ordinary shallow wells, 168 samples contained 
"chlorine" and "nitrogen as nitrates," each in excess of 15 
parts per million, and that of the rest, 158 samples con
tained more than 15 parts per million of chlorine together 
with quantities of nitrates which in many cases closely 
approximated the maximum limit. 

The facts relating to chlorine and nitrates are exhib
ited in the following table: 
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The precise relation between the content of nitrates 
and the dissemination of disease by use of the water in 
which they are contained, is not definitely known, although 
Mallet and others long ago called attention to the fact that 
nitrates were abundant in waters which were known to be 
in unsanitary condition, i.e., to have caused disease. Vari
ous limits for content of nitrates have been decided upon 
by boards of health and writers upon sanitary matters, but 
the fertile drift soils of Illinois are naturally highly nitrog
enous, and it is probable that for this region, the quantities 
of nitrates normally contained in unpolluted ground waters 
may range much higher than elsewhere. In a number of 
instances, we have found great quantities of nitrates in 
waters used by families in which several deaths from 
typhoid fever occurred, and we have found that the well 
waters in every fever-scourged district from which we have 
received samples, are charged with such quantities of ni
trates as must on any reasonable basis be considered exces
sive. If judged by the Maryland limit of .5 part, the Iowa 
limit of 1. part or the Michigan limit of .9 part, almost all 
of the shallow well waters which we have examined would 
be condemned as polluted. 

With regard to the other nitrogenous constituents of 
shallow well waters, although we have not presented the 
data in especially tabulated form, it may be stated that at 
certain seasons nitrites are quite generally present in nota
ble quantity, but that the quantities of free ammonia and 
albuminoid ammonia are usually such as come far within 
the limits which have been adopted for these states. 
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NORMAL GROUND WATERS. 

More than half of the people of the Sta te of Illinois de
pend upon wells for their water supply. Although a portion 
of this supply is derived from rock s t ra ta , yet by far t h e 
greater pa r t is drawn from the deposits which overlie t h e 
rock, which deposits, with the exception of one small a rea 
in the extreme southern end of the State, consist of glacial 
detr i tus. 

S P R I N G W A T E R S , present most varied characteristics-
depending upon the nature of the outcrop upon which the 
waters are originally gathered and the s t ra ta with which 
they come in contact on their way to the point at which 
they issue from the earth. 

According to their sources and their characterist ics 
they resemble either surface waters, or one or another of 
the groups of well waters, and they will not at present be 
considered separately. 

ARTESIAN WELLS. 

Waters obtained from the deeper lying rock s t ra ta a r e 
as a rule entirely free of impurities derived from the pro
ducts and the wastes of habitation. They contain various 
substances leached from the rock s t ra ta and frequently are 
heavily charged with common salt. Many of them produce 
medicinal effects upon the system and must be classed with 
mineral waters ra ther than with potable waters . Deep rock 
wells are commonly called artesian wells by the public 
though the term "ar tes ian" applies, properly, only to the 
flowing well. 

We have made the sani tary analysis of waters from a 
considerable number of wells which draw their supply from 
the rock s t ra ta , but the complete quanti tat ive analysis of 
the mineral matters , which for waters of this class is of 
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great importance, we have, except in a few instances, h i th
erto been obliged to omit. 

WATER FROM THE DRIFT. 

Nearly the whole surface of our s ta te is covered with 
deposits of glacial detritus, the drift and the loess, to 
depths of from ten to one hundred and fifty feet, in some 
par ts even to a depth of two hundred and fifty feet or more. 
These deposits include s t ra ta of sand, gravel, and clay, in 
almost infinite variety of character, fineness, and s ta tes of 
admixture with each other, and range from pure, clean rock 
fragments, silica, etc., and pure kaolin, on the one hand, to 
indeterminate mixtures containing large proportions of 
organic matters , the remains of vegetable life, on the 
other. 

Throughout large areas of the s ta te , ancient surface 
soils, peat beds, and the like, have been covered by consid
erable deposits of sand, gravel, clay, etc. ; in many localities 
several such buried surface soils containing the remains 
of the organic mat ters incident to the luxuriant vegetable 
growths of past ages, lie one below another, separated by 
intervening drift deposits which range from several feet to 
fifty or sixty feet in thickness. 

Many of the drift s t ra ta are water-bearing and a large 
proportion of the citizens of Illinois outside of the la rger 
cities drink water drawn from wells which are sunk more or 
less deeply in the drift. These waters in normal condition 
present almost endless variety in minor characteristics, 
depending of course upon the composition of the deposi ts 
with which they have been in contact, but they fall natur
ally into two groups with reference to their leading quali t ies 
and the relative proportions of their several nitrogenous con
sti tuents. These two groups may be designated as shallow 
drift waters and deep drift waters respectively, since, in 
general, the differences manifested depend upon the depth 
from which the waters are drawn. 

NORMAL SHALLOW D R I F T W A T E R S contain the various 
salts and other substances which have been leached from 
the upper soil, essentially in unchanged condition, ?'. e., 
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they contain chlorides, sulphates, carbonates, and silicates 
of calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium, with minute 
quant i t ies of iron and aluminium compounds, together with 
considerable quanti t ies of ni trates, but only minute quanti
t ies of saline ammonia and albuminoids; organic mat ters 
a re almost entirely absent. Nitri tes are frequently present 
in notable quant i ty . 

NORMAL D E E P D R I F T WATERS contain in general the 
same mineral sal ts as the shallow waters but usually the 
quan t i ty of iron is considerable, and the ni t rates are ei ther 
entirely absent or present in but minute quantity, while free 
ammonia is abundant and albuminoids are present in com
parat ively considerable quantities. 

"Oxygen consumed" is high, and the water residue 
blackens upon being heated, showing tha t much organic 
mat ter is contained. 

In appearance and in palatabil i ty the two classes of 
waters present marked differences. 

The waters from shallow wells are well aerated, and are 
clear, sparkling, cool, and of agreeable tas te ; those from 
t h e deeper wells, on the other hand, contain l i t t le or no 
oxygen, possess in many cases a disagreeable tas te due to 
t h e presence of marsh gas, accompanied occasionally by 
minute quantit ies of sulphuret ted hydrogen, and are either 
turbid or become turbid quickly on exposure to air, owing 
to the oxidation of the iron carbonate which they contain 
a n d the consequent precipitation of insoluble ferric com
pounds. The precipi tat ing part icles are often so minute as 
to be at first indistinguishable except from the color which 
they impart to the water, but after a short exposure to the 
air the water becomes opalescent, then decidedly turbid; 
finally a brown deposit similar to iron rust is produced, and 
after this has separated the water becomes clear and color
less. 

Although these unpleasant characterist ics of the deep 
drift waters give rise to much prejudice and objection to 
the i r general use for drink, nevertheless, from the sani tary 
s tandpoint , they are usually to be preferred to the clear and 
pala table waters of the shallow wells, since the evidence 
of numerous analyses shows, tha t they are far less subject 
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to pollution with refuse animal mat ters than are the lat ter , 
while the organic matters which they contain are derived 
from the buried vegetable remains referred to above, and 
are comparatively harmless. 

INVESTIGATION OP DRIFT WATERS. 

For the purpose of obtaining more definite information 
concerning the normal characterist ics of the ground waters 
of the state , we have made regular periodic examinations of 
the water of several wells which are si tuated in the vicinity 
of the University and which we believe may be regarded as 
fairly representat ive of the ordinary wells in all pa r t s of 
the s ta te which are covered with the drift deposits. 

These wells present some variety in character and 
depth and have permitted us to determine in some degree 
the effects of the varying meteoric conditions upon t h e 
character of the ground waters. 

Well number 1, si tuated at No. 1007, West Green street , 
Urbana. The water from this well has been examined once 
a week since September, 1895. The well was dug in 1888 and 
is twenty feet deep; the bottom is in the hardpan, through 
which a number of holes were made in order to admit the 
water from the s t ra tum immediately beneath. When the 
well was dug care was exercised to prevent any possible 
access of water from the surface or from the s t ra ta above 
the hardpan. . The upper s t ra tum consists of a rich black 
loam eighteen inches deep, overlying yellow clay. Three 
feet below the surface there is a s tratum of sand and gravel 
two feet in thickness with s t ra ta of clay beneath t h a t 
reaching down to the hardpan; the first eighteen inches 
consisting of yellow clay, the rest, about fifteen feet, con
sisting of stiff, blue clay containing boulders. The upper 
permeable s t ra tum is water-bearing at certain seasons, but 
any possible access of water from this s t ra tum to the well 
was prevented by banking the sides with clay taken from 
the well itself and thoroughly worked in behind the dry 
brick lining. The well was clean and perfectly dry until 
the holes were made through the hardpan s t ra tum in the 
bottom. On boring through the hardpan with an auger, 
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water carrying a l i t t le fine white sand rushed in and quickly 
rose to the heighth of seven feet, at which heighth it nor
mally s tands in the well. 

During a period of four months in the la t te r pa r t of the 
series of dry years ending Christmas, 1895, analyses yield 
data which are not very different from the data from simi
lar analyses made since tha t time, although in the la t te r 
pa r t of December; i.e.. between December 17 and 30, inclu
sive, there were very heavy rains resulting in a total fall 
of 5.37 inches, and causing great variat ions in the waters of 
wells, to which water of the upper s t ra ta of the soil had 
access. The detailed report of the analysis of the water of 
th is well is found on page 56. 

Well number 2: Six hundred feet from well number 1 
there is another well, 22 feet deep gett ing its water, in gen
eral, from a s tratum of so called put ty sand immediately 
underlying the hardpan, but to which the water from the 
overlying s t ra ta has free access since the sides of the well 
are bricked up dry and readily admit anything which may 
come to the walls of the well. The water from this well 
was constant in composition until the period of the heavy 
rains referred to above, at which time it immediately suf
fered great change, the quanti t ies of the various constitu
ents becoming almost double, par t icular ly chlorine, ni trates , 
and total solids The increase took place at once and in 
very great amount, and, further while there has been some 
variation since tha t time, still during the year which has 
now elapsed, the high percentages in the proportions of 
these consti tuents has remained approximately the same, 
indicating thus tha t the well in times when the ground water 
is high, in other words, at times other than periods of drouth, 
receives a great deal of its supply from the upper s t ra ta of 
the immediate vicinity. 

Well number 3, si tuated at No. 905 West Green street, 
Urbana, and a quarter of a mile east of number 2, is a bored 
well, 18 feet in depth and bricked dry. This well, although 
far removed from any sources of possible contamination 
with surface water has also experienced considerable vari
ation in the quantit ies of mineral ingredients contained. 
Until the time of the heavy rains the character of the water 
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as shown by the analyt ical da ta was quite constant , but 
since tha t time and beginning with the date of the first 
heavy rains, the water has shown quite wide fluctuations. 

Well number 4 is an ordinary twen ty foot dug well 
cased with brick dry. It is si tuated about midway between 
number 1 and number 2 and there is no source of possible 
contamination within 300 feet. 

Well number 5, at No. 510 John street, Champaign, is 
about one-fourth mile west of well number 2. The well is 
thirty-five feet deep, bored, and lined with tile. 

Well number 6, at No. — South Mat thews avenue, one-
third mile south of well number 1, is a driven well, 153 feet 
in depth, cased with iron pipe. No possible source of con
tamination exists nearer than one-fourth mile. 

Series number 7 comprise the results of analyses of 
water from the wells of the Urbana and Champaign water 
works as it flows from the t ap in the chemical laboratory 
of the University. The several adjacent wells which are 
in use are from 157 to 165 feet deep, cased with iron pipe, 
and draw water from an extensive deposit of quicksand. 
In sinking the wells a s t ra tum of black peat was found 
at the depth of eighty feet and it is doubtless from this 
source tha t the considerable quantit ies of organic matters 
including albuminoids, and the large quant i ty of free am
monia are derived. 

The wells number 6 and 7 are typical of the deep wells 
which draw water from the drift, and the results of the 
analyses show tha t the waters from these sources are re
markably free of variations, especially those which in other 
wells may be ascribed to meteoric conditions and the pres
ence of refuse animal mat te rs at or near the surface. 



WELL NUMBER 1. 
Chemical examination of the water of a twenty foot well. (Parts per 1,000,000.) 



WELL NUMBER 2. 
Cnemical examination of the water of an ordinary twenty-two foot well. (Parts per 1,000,000.) 



WELL NO. 2.—Continued. 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 

WELL NUMUKR 4. 
Chemical examination of water from an ordinary well twenty feet deep. (Parts per 1,000,000.) 



WELL NUMBER 3. 
Chemical examination of water from an 18-foot bored well. (Farts per 1,000,000.) 



WELL NUMBER 5. 
Chemical examination of water from a bored well thirty-are feet deep. (Parts per 1,000,000.) 

The following table represents the results of analyses of the waters from several wells which we have reason to 
believe are not subject to contamination of any sort. Some of them appear also in the series of tables upon 
pages 27—48, inclusive. 

(Par t s per 1,000,000.) 



WELL NUMBER 6. 
Chemical examination of water from a tubular drift well one hundred and fifty-three feet deep. (Parts per 1,000,000.) 

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM VARIOUS D E E P D R I F T W E L L S . 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE D E E P D R I F T W E L L S OF THE URBANA AND CHAMPAIGN W A T E R CO. 
Drawn from tap in Chemical Laboratory. (Parts per 1,000,000.) 
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SURFACE W A T E R S . 

Our work upon the surface waters of the State has been 
in the main limited to the analysis of samples from the Illi
nois river and several of its tributaries, including the 
Illinois and Michigan canal,but includes also some examina
tions of the water of the Mississippi. The waters which 
we have regularly analyzed have been collected from the 
Illinois and Michigan canal at Lockport, the Des Plaines 
river at Lockport, the Kankakee river at Wilmington, the 
Illinois river at Morris, La Salle, Havana, and Kampsville, 
with occasional samples from Peoria, and the Spoon river 
near Havana. During some months also, we have made 
analyses of water from the Mississippi river at Alton,Golden 
Eagle, and Quincy, and from the Vermilion river at LaSalle., 
The collection of samples of water from most of these places 
has been made for us by the local health commissioners, or 
by other town officers, who have very materially aided us in 
our work. We are under especially great obligations to the 
Hon. A. E. Palmer, mayor of Morris; Mr. C. H. Kaehler, sec
retary of the school board,Wilmington; Mr. William Eraser, 
M.D.,health commissioner, LaSalle; Mr.C.V. Brainerd.C.E., 
assistant engineer on the United States work of "Improve
ment of the Illinois river" at Kampsville; and Mr. L. P. 
Schussler, M.D., LL.D., health commissioner, of Alton, for 
continued kindnesses and valuable aid, which have been be
stowed upon us regardless of the inconvenience and labor 
in which it has involved them. To these gentlemen and to 
numerous others to whom we are indebted for similar cour
tesies we wish to express our most sincere thanks. 

The results of analyses of surface waters which follow, 
present the material from which much of interest might be 
drawn, but the limited time in which this preliminary report 
has been drawn up and the press of other duties prevent 
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any extensive digestion and discussion of the data which 
are here recorded, and we must consequently defer the con
sideration of the details until another occasion. 

Consequently we confine ourselves for the present to 
merely calling attention to the fact which our results show 
conclusively, that the Illinois and Michigan canal and the 
Illinois river were during the fall of 1895 and the year 1896 
much more fully charged with sewage than they were in 
1888 and 1889, the time of the extensive investigations made 
by Professor J. H. Long under the direction of the State 
Board of Health. In several places we have inserted the 
averages of some of Professor Long's results in order to 
facilitate the comparison. 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE KANKAKEE RIVER AT WILMINGTON. 
. . (Parts per 1.000,000.) . 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE DESPLAINES RIVER AT LOCKPORT. 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS RIVER AT MORRIS. 
( P a r t s p e r 1,000,000.) 



CHEMICAL, EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS RIVER AT L A S A L L E . 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS RIVER AT LA SALLE.—Continued. 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 



CHEMICAL. EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS RIVER AT PEORIA. 
( P a r t s p e r 1,000,000) 

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS RIVER AT HAVANA. 
( P a r t s p e r 1,000,000.) 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS RIVER AT HAVANA. 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS RIVER AT HAVANA. 
( P a r t s pe r 1,000,000.) 

AVERAGES. 

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS RIVER AT KAMPSVILLE. 
( P a r t s pe r 1,000,000.) 



CHEMICAL. EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT ALTON. 
(Parts per 1,000,000 ) 

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT QUINCY. 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 

AVERAGES. 

THE RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF WATER PROM THE SAME SOURCES MADE BY PROFESSOR J. H. LONG FOR THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH ARE AS FOLLOWS : 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE MISSISSIPPI R I V E R AT GOLDEN EAGLE. 
( P a r t s pe r 1,000,000.) 

AVERAGES: 

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF CERTAIN SAMPLES OF W A T E R FROM L A K E MICHIGAN, COLLECTED FROM TAP AT 465 
STATE STREET, CHICAGO. 

(Parts per 1,000,000.) 

AVERAGES. 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OV W A T E R FROM QUIVER L A K E , NEAR HAVANA. 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM BIG VERMILION R I V E R AT LA SALLE. 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS AND MICHIGAN CANAL AT LOCKPORT. 
( P a r t s p e r 1,000,000.) 

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM THE ILLINOIS AND MICHIGAN CANAL AT LOCKPORT.—Continued. 
( P a r t s pe r 1,000,000.) 



CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF W A T E R FROM SPOON RIVER AT HAVANA. 
(Parts per 1,000,000.) 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
The thir ty-ninth legislative assembly appropr ia ted 

five thousand dollars for "Improvements in the Chemical 
Laboratory ," with the understanding tha t the work of the 
water, survey wpuld be provided for from this sum. 

The t rustees of the Universi ty accordingly assigned 
one thousand dollars for the genera], improvements in t he 
laboratory, and four thousand dollars for the, water survey. 
Of th i s fund the following amounts have been expended to 
December 31, 1896: 
Fit t ing up special quarters for water analysis; in 

cluding partitions, floor, desire, plumbing, e t c . . $929 35 
Apparatus and chemicals....................................................     613 36 
Freight and hauling............................................................       14 43 
Express charges upon water samples.............................    252 16 
Collection of water samples................................................           9 75 
Copying records.....................................................................   13 68 
Expense, A..W. Palmer........................................................      10 06 
Printing, blanks, record books, etc.................................       58 60 
Filing cases, etc........................................................      17 95 
Postage................................................................................................................      15 00
Salary of assistant c h e m i s t . . . . ....  960.00 

Balance...........................................................................  

WORK OF THE SURVEY. 

In conducting the investigation of the water supplies 
most of the work of making the analyses has fallen upon 
Mr. C. V. M. .Millar, assis tant . chemist to the survey, t o . 
whom much credit is due for accurate manipulation and 
indefatigable zeal. Several of the corps of instruction,of 
the depar tment of chemistry have, in addition to their uni
versi ty duties, which are in /themselves no light burden, 
given us valuable assistance in the work of the water sur-
vey. Mr. C. R. Rose has made a number of quant i ta t ive 
analyses of the mineral consti tuents of some of. the waters 
and has helped us with the records. Dr. H. S. Grindley 
and M r . H . Keeler have made a large number of determina-
tiohs of the phosphorus.(as phosphoric acid, etc;) contained 
in the.r iver and canal waters . ' Although the results of t he 
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quanti tat ive analyses and the phosphorus determinations 
are not published in this preliminary report yet it is but 
just t ha t our thanks be here expressed for the very efficient 
help accorded by these gentlemen to the general purposes 
of the survey. 

NEEDS OF THE SURVEY. 

The announcement in September, 1895, through the 
public press, tha t the Department of Chemistry of the 
University was prepared to make chemical analyses of 
potable waters for citizens of the state , brought numer
ous requests from various communities. Many citizens 
desired complete quant i ta t ive analyses of the mineral con
sti tuents of the waters, and others asked for bacteriological 
examinations. Except in a very few cases, it was, from 
press of work, impracticable for us to undertake more than 
the sani tary chemical analysis. 

In order to make our investigations more thorough 
going and of greater value to the public, it is desirable 
tha t such provision for the purposes of the survey be 
made tha t the complete quant i ta t ive analysis can, when 
the importance of the case demands it, be effected, and the 
biological examinations, without which no sani tary water 
investigation is complete, may accompany the chemical 
work. Examinations of the artesian waters of the S ta te in 
pari icular require tha t quant i ta t ive analyses of their min
eral constituents be made. For such provision as is necessary 
for these purposes requests have already been presented. 

More than half of the people of the s ta te of Illinois, de
pend upon wells for their water supply, but in consequence 
of the flatness of the surface and the nature of the surface 
strata,efficient drainage is difficult, and the use of the water of 
the ordinary shallow well must be considered as a source of 
great menace to the health. Indeed the shallow well is in 
general regarded with suspicion by the intell igent public; 
but on the other hand, the somewhat disagreeable charac
teristics of the deep drift well waters arouse prejudice 
against their use, al though they are far safer. It is likely 
that these disagreeable qualities can be modified and the 
waters rendered much more palatable, but the best t reat-

—8 
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ment for a t ta inment of this purpose remains still to be de
termined and must be the subject of experiment. 

The importance of this mat ter to the people of the s ta te . 
is such as should warrant the expenditure of time, labor, 
and funds. in investigation directed toward the discovery 
of the best and most economical means of so improving the 
deep drift waters that they may be made as agreeable as 
they are wholesome. Such investigations might well be 
undertaken at the University by co-laboration of the De
partment of Chemistry and the Department of Municipal 
and Sanitary Engineering. 

Respectfully submitted, 
ARTHUR W. PALMER, 

Professor of Chemistry-
January 20. 1897. 
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ERRATA. 

These e r r a t a do not affect the validity of the tables upon pages 48 and 40. 
P A G E 28— 

No. 583—Nitrogen as n i t r a t e s should read 3.25 instead ot "none ." 
No. 805—Nitrogen as n i t r a t e s should read 3 instead of " . 3 " 

P A G E 2 9 -
No. 1047 -Ni t rogen as n i t r a t e s should read 7.3 instead of "72." 
No. 1106—Nitrogen as n i t r a t e s should read 30. instead of " . 3 " 
No. 765—Chlorine should r ead 83. instead of "6.3" 

P A G E 30— 
No. 503—Nitrogen as n i t r a t e s should r ead 3). instead of " . 3 " 

P A G E 31— 
No. 1074—Chlorine should r ead 87.5 ins tead of "875.'' 
No. 1494—Nitrogen as n l t ra ies should read .28, instead of "28 '' 
No. 1038—Chlorine should read 3 0 instead of "30." 

P A G E 33— 
No. 1061—Nitrogen as n i t r a t e s should read .75instead of ".95" 
No. 1545—Nitrogen as n i t r a t e s should read 2.8 instead of " 2 8 " 

P A G E 31— 
No 1677—Chlorine should read 25. instead of "26." 

P A G E 35— 
No. 1505—Chlorine should read 28. instead of 20." 

P A G E 36— 
No. 1559—Nitrogen as n i t r a t e should read 3 5 instead of "35" 

P A G E 37— 
No. 1610—Depth of well should r ead 1350 Instead of "13½" 

P A G E 38— 
No. 1737—Nitrogen as n i t r a t e s should read .5 instead of "5 . " 
No. 747—Chlorine should read 255. instead of "2.55" 

P A G E 39— 
No. 815—Chlorine should read 55. instead of "65." 
No. 1603—Nitrogen as n i t r a t e s should read .1 instead of " .01" 
No. 094—Nitrogen as free ammonia should read 19. instead of ".19" 

F o r analyses 443.709, and 920, ins tead ot the da ta given in the tables on pages 
n u m b e r 38.39, and 40. respectively, read as follows: 
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